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Introduction
Planisphere has been engaged by the City of Bayside to undertake a review of two former
industrial areas in Highett to ascertain the appropriate neighbourhood character controls or policy.
It is envisaged that these two areas, recently rezoned from industrial to Residential 1, will be
redeveloped for residential purposes. The Council is concerned to ensure the appropriate
neighbourhood character policy is applied to advise landowners and developers, and to assess the
proposed redevelopments.
The purpose of this review is to ascertain whether the neighbourhood character policy to apply to
the former industrial areas should be the existing policy/guidelines applying to the surrounding
residential area, or an alternative set of guidelines or policy specific to these sites. It was
anticipated at commencement that a modified set of guidelines, reflecting certain elements of those
in the surrounding residential precinct, would need to be prepared given the variation in the built
form between the subject sites and the surrounding area.
Process
The following tasks were undertaken in the preparation of this review:


Review of background material including existing planning applications and the
neighbourhood character guidelines applicable to the surrounding residential precinct;



Site inspection, including a review of the immediate surrounding area;



Preparation of neighbourhood character guidelines for the subject areas;



Preparation of planning scheme implementation recommendations.

Study Area
The two areas below are referred to as the Study Area for this review.
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Existing Policy and Controls
State Planning Policy Framework
Clause 19.03 Design and Built Form
Clause 19.03, Design and Built Form, seeks to achieve high quality urban design and architecture
that:


Reflects the particular characteristics, aspirations and cultural identity of the community;



Enhances liveability, diversity, amenity and safety of the public realm; and



Promotes attractiveness of towns and cities within broader strategic contexts.

Clause 19.03 recommends that these objectives are implemented through the requirement of a site
analysis accompanying any application for residential or non-residential development requiring a
permit. The site analysis should explain how the proposed development responds to the site and
its context. Clause 19.03 also requires that development must take into account the natural,
cultural and strategic context of its location, and advises that the public realm (including main
pedestrian spaces, streets, squares, parks and walkways) should be protected and enhanced.
Municipal Strategic Statement
Clause 21.05 Housing
The Housing Policy highlights increasing demand for a greater variety of housing types and the
need for the municipality to provide these. The policy states that new medium density housing will
be primarily directed towards areas in and around activity centres.
Local Planning Policies
Clause 22.07 Neighbourhood Character Policy
At the time the Neighbourhood Character Study and subsequent Neighbourhood Character Policy
were prepared, the subject area was included in an industrial zone and therefore excluded from the
Study Area. The residential area surrounding the subject sites was included in a precinct called G1.
General Provisions
Clause 65: Decision Guidelines
Clause 65 sets out decision guidelines for the approval of an application or plan as well as the
approval of an application to subdivide land. Before deciding on an application, the responsible
authority must consider the guidelines set out in the clause and must decide whether the proposal
will produce acceptable outcomes in the context of the guidelines.
Zones
The provisions of the Residential 1 Zone (R1Z) apply to the entire area.
The purposes of the R1Z, among other things, are to:


provide for residential development at a range of densities with a variety of dwellings to
meet the housing needs of all households;



Encourage residential development that respects the neighbourhood character;

Dependent on the application, the R1Z requires the consideration of relevant provisions of the
State Planning Policy Framework and the Local Planning Policy Framework as well as clauses 54,
55 and 56 (ResCode).
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The schedule to the R1Z in Bayside varies the minimum street setback, site coverage, side and
rear setback and front fence height ResCode standards.
Overlays
Schedule 2 to the Design and Development Overlay: Building Height Control – Inland Areas
DDO2 applies to inland areas of the municipality, including all properties in the subject area. The
objectives of DDO2 are to:


Achieve architectural and urban design outcomes that contribute positively to local
urban character and enhance the public realm while minimising detrimental impact on
neighbouring properties;



Preserve the existing character and amenity of the areas as low rise (up to two storeys)
suburban areas with a strong garden character;



Maintain the prevailing streetscape rhythm, building scale and height of
neighbourhoods;



Maintain a strong landscape character with buildings set within vegetated surrounds.

A permit is required to construct any building with a height of more than 2 storeys, or above:


9 metres; or



10 metres where the slope of the natural ground level at any cross section of the site of
the building wider than 8 metres is 2.5 degrees or more.

Environmental Audit Overlay
The EAO applies to all of the properties within the Study Area. The purpose of the overlay is to
ensure that potentially contaminated land is suitable for a use which could be significantly
adversely affected by any contamination. Before a sensitive use commences, or before buildings
are constructed, the land must be certified for use.
Special Building Overlay
The SBO applies to part of Sydenham and Noyes Street only. The purposes of the SBO, among
other things, are to identify land in urban areas liable to inundation and ensure that development
maintains the free passage and temporary storage of floodwaters and minimises flood damage.

Recent Applications and VCAT Determination
In 2009 Council received an application for the construction of two and three storey apartment style
buildings containing 26 dwellings at 29-33 Beaumaris Parade and 34 Tibrockney Street, Highett.
The redevelopment proposal was conditionally supported by Council officers, but refused by
Council on the grounds of, among other things, non-compliance with DDO2 objectives, visual bulk
to the streetscape, lack of respect for existing residential character and inadequate landscaping
opportunities.
The application was submitted for review at VCAT in February 2010. At the time of the review, the
subject site had been rezoned to Residential 1, but no specific neighbourhood character direction
had been established for the two former industrial areas of Highett. Council’s decision to refuse the
application was affirmed by VCAT due to several reasons including two that are particularly
relevant to this Review. Firstly, it was found that there was a lack of justification for the intensity of
development. Clause 12.01 sets out a list of criteria aimed at identifying strategic redevelopment
sites. Given the site’s lack of proximity to a principal or major activity centre and access to the
Principal Public Transport Network, it could not be identified as a strategic redevelopment site and
therefore should not be redeveloped at such a level of intensity. Secondly, it was found that the
proposal did not achieve an acceptable response to its site context. VCAT concluded that too much
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attention had been paid to the industrial context, and not enough attention to the more suburban
residential interfaces. Given the lack of neighbourhood character policy applying the site, the
decision took into account the neighbourhood character of Precinct G1 (the surrounding
neighbourhood character precinct) and it was found that greater street setbacks and landscaping
would assist the development.
In preparing the guidelines in this Review, the decision of VCAT in this case has been taken into
account. It is acknowledged that the sites have greater opportunities for intensive redevelopment
due to their characteristics; however, there is an opportunity for the redevelopment of sites to
provide an improved interface to the traditional suburban surrounds. This can be achieved through
measures such as the provision of greater setbacks and improved landscaping.
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Study Area
The Study Area comprises two separate areas in Highett that have been rezoned from industrial to
Residential 1.
Area 1: bounded by Tibrockney Street, Sterling Avenue and Beaumaris Parade

34 Tibrockney St

31-33 Beaumaris Pde
(Sterling Ave frontage)

29 Beaumaris Pde

27 Beaumaris Pde

25 Beaumaris Pde

23 Beaumaris Pde
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This area contains a number of individual warehouse buildings with
the following characteristics:
Building height

The height of buildings ranges between one
and two storeys (equivalent to one-2.5
residential storeys)

Building Era

Most of the warehouse buildings date back to
the Interwar or Post-war era. There is also
some 1970s infill.

Building form

There are some common characteristics in
the form of buildings including flat or
occasional saw-tooth roof forms and large
warehouse windows.

Materials

Generally constructed of red or yellow brick,
some with painted or rendered exteriors.
Roofs are predominantly corrugated iron.

Setbacks

Setbacks are varied: some buildings abut
front and/or side boundaries while others are
set back from the front, and occasionally from
the side.

Landscaping

Vegetation is minimal in setbacks, as
setbacks are generally used for car parking.
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Area 2: Properties along Noyes Street and Sydenham Street

1 Noyes St

2 Noyes St

This area contains a number of individual buildings with the following
characteristics:
3 Noyes St

Building height

The height of buildings ranges between one and
two storeys (equivalent to one-2.5 residential
storeys).

Building Era

Buildings generally date to the Post-war era,
with several from the 1960s, as well as some
recent construction.

Building form

Warehouse style construction with parapets at
the front of some buildings, and flat or single
pitch roofs. Some large warehouse windows are
present on building frontages.

Materials

Brick or render with corrugated iron roofs.

Setbacks

Setbacks are varied: some buildings abut front
and/or side boundaries while others are set
back from the front and occasionally from the
side.

Landscaping

Vegetation is minimal in setbacks. Setbacks are
generally used for car parking.

4 Noyes St

5 Noyes St

1 Sydenham St

3 Sydenham St
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Surrounding Areas
Description
Dwellings in the surrounding areas of both locations reflect the description provided by the
Neighbourhood Character Study for the precinct they are located in, G1:
This area contains a variety of single storey, predominantly Post-War dwellings with low pitched
roof forms. They are often double or triple fronted and comprising cream and red brick,
weatherboard or fibro materials. There are some pockets of more recent development often of
reproduction styles and two storey. Front setbacks vary across the area from 6 to 8m and dwellings
are usually setback from both boundaries with garages sometimes built to the boundary. Gardens
are predominantly low lying, with exotic shrubs and lawn, with occasional large trees allowing
views to the dwellings and providing a backdrop of vegetation. Front fences are mixed with some
streets where fences are predominantly low or open style, and others where high fences are more
common. Street tree planting is mixed and sporadic.
Examples of the Surrounding Built Form

Preferred Future Character
The preferred future character of Precinct G1 is described in the following statement which is
included in the Neighbourhood Character Policy at Clause 22.07:
The well-articulated dwellings sit within landscaped gardens, some with established trees. New
buildings are frequent and are designed to respond to the site, and include a pitched roof form to
reflect the dominant forms in the area. Buildings are occasionally built to the side boundary,
however the overall impression of the streetscape is of buildings within garden settings due to the
regular front setbacks, well vegetated front yards and additional street tree planting in the area.
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Analysis and Recommendations
There is an obvious distinction between the built form in the Study Area and the surrounding areas. Although
there are other examples of buildings across the municipality that are inconsistent with the character of their
precinct, these two locations are distinctive in that they were previously zoned for industrial uses, are
contained within discrete clusters and are located between commercial and traditional residential areas.
Many of the buildings in the Study Area appear to have been constructed over 50 years ago, and may predate the housing surrounding it.
Analysis of the existing character of the Study Area and the surrounding residential areas reveals the
distinctions and similarities.

Height and scale
With occasional exceptions where new development has occurred, the buildings are low-scale at 1-2
storeys. This is compatible with the scale of the surrounding residential area that is predominantly single
storey and recent two storey development.

Form
Building form is considerably different between the areas, with the Study Area containing buildings with little
articulation and flat, single pitch or saw tooth roof forms. The residential building forms, while simple, are
heavily articulated by comparison, in form and design.

Siting
Existing buildings in the Study Area have little in common with the surrounding area in terms of siting.
Buildings in the Study Area are often built to the boundaries (either front or side and sometimes to all
boundaries) whereas buildings in the surrounding residential areas have consistent front setbacks, and side
and rear setbacks.

Materials
The materials used in the Study area are typical of commercial buildings of the era, and include brick, tilt slab
concrete and render. The residential buildings are typically brick, weatherboard or fibro cement.

Conclusions
With the exception of one property, in Area 2 (7 Sydenham Street), it is clear that the general height and
scale of buildings in the Study Area is compatible with the existing character of the surrounding precinct, G1,
while the building siting and form within the Study Area is not consistent.
Having regard to the inclusion of the Study Area in the residential zone, and the likely change of use and
building stock that is already commencing within these areas to conform with the new zoning, it is desirable
to integrate the new residential development with the existing development in surrounding areas. A
perpetuation of the existing building siting and forms in new development would appear to be artificially
reconstructing the former industrial character, whereas requiring new development to conform more to the
siting and forms of the surrounding residential development would appear to better reflect the intended use
of the area.
The redevelopment and/or re-use of the existing commercial and industrial buildings in the Study Area will
provide the opportunity to achieve a greater level of amenity and, in some cases, consistency with nearby
residential areas , and improve the interface between the Study Area and the surrounding areas.
In proposals that involve substantial re-use of the existing buildings cosmetic improvements including
landscaping to soften the appearance of the buildings, reducing crossover widths to domestic scale, and
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alterations to reflect a residential use will assist in creating improved visual linkages between the Study Area
and surrounding areas.
The total redevelopment of sites provides the opportunity to achieve a built form that relates more closely to
the traditional suburban surrounds. As the existing industrial buildings in the area have been a part of the
area’s character for some time, it is considered unreasonable to require new development to conform to the
exact setback requirements of the preferred character and guidelines of Precinct G1 which may involve part
demolition of the existing buildings. However improvements to the appearance of the building and any
frontage setback area and side and rear setback areas where appropriate, to better reflect the nearby
development, can be achieved through guidelines.
In both cases therefore a preferred character description and guidelines are required that recognise the
industrial roots of the area, but also its transition to a residential area. The accompanying guidelines need to
provide for proposals that involve re-use of the existing building and those that involve predominant or
complete replacement of the buildings with new residential development.

Recommendation
It is therefore recommended that both areas be included in a new Neighbourhood Character Precinct, and
that the guidelines in the following section be applied to new development.
The property at 7 Sydenham Street is an exception to this as the new dwelling currently under construction
on this site appears consistent with the character of the surrounding precinct, G1, and should therefore be
added to that Precinct.

Proposed Guidelines for the Study Area
It is proposed that a new Precinct be created that encompasses both areas included within the Study Area.
To continue the numbering system established in the Neighbourhood Character Study, is it recommended
that the new Precinct be known as G3.
The guidelines need to seek to implement a balanced approach to the future character of the Study Area. It
is not expected that new development will or should re-use existing buildings however this should not be
discouraged. Guidance is therefore provided for situations in which buildings are proposed for re-use and
situations where demolition and re-building is proposed.
Where buildings are proposed for re-use, the guidelines allow continued reflection of the existing built form
but encourage cosmetic improvements to buildings and the provision of landscaping to soften the built form.
Where building re-use is proposed, the condition of buildings and their surroundings should be improved to
enhance the character of the area and provide an improved interface with Precinct G1.
Where demolition and re-development is proposed the guidelines promote a built form more congruent with
the surrounding residential area, while acknowledging that new development should not be disadvantaged
through a requirement to completely conform with the greater setbacks of surrounding areas.
Due to the variations between the Study Area and traditional residential areas of the municipality, the
guidelines for these areas need to include design responses that alter the standards of ResCode that apply
to other residential areas in Bayside under the Residential 1 zone schedule. Planning scheme controls will
therefore need to be prepared to allow these variations (this is discussed further under the Planning Scheme
Recommendations section). The Guidelines presented below are to be considered as exceptions to the
Bayside Residential 1 zone schedule unless otherwise stated.

Preferred Future Character
The preferred neighbourhood character for the Precinct includes an eclectic mix of building styles and ages
that differs from those in the surrounding residential areas. While the industrial past of the area is reflected in
elements of siting and building design, overall, there is an improved interface with the surrounding residential
area. Some residential development is provided within recycled commercial or industrial buildings, but where
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this occurs, improvements to building facades, vehicular access and landscaping assist in providing a more
consistent and attractive streetscape. Where total redevelopment occurs, the style of new buildings is more
closely aligned with the character of the traditional suburban surrounds. Contemporary townhouses reflect
the surrounding character through building form, the use of materials and landscaped setbacks.

Guidelines
CHARACTER
ELEMENT/RESCODE
STANDARD

OBJECTIVE



DESIGN RESPONSE

AVOID

Street setback

To provide space for
landscaping in front
setbacks.



Where existing buildings are proposed for reuse, retain space in the front setback for
landscaping.
Where replacement buildings are proposed,
set buildings back from the street boundary to
provide space for landscaping and substantial
trees, a minimum distance of 6 metres.

New buildings
without front
setbacks.

Access

Parking location



To minimise the
dominance of car
parking, garages and
paved areas.



To minimise the
dominance of car
parking, garages and
paved areas.







Car parking in front
setbacks.

Remove existing excessive width vehicular
crossings and provide standard residential
crossover widths.
Provide no more than one vehicular crossover
per typical residential site frontage or sideage.
Minimise hard paving in front and side
setbacks, and remove existing car parking in
front setback areas.
Locate car parking spaces, garages and car
ports to the rear or side of the building.

Car parking
structures that
dominate the
facade or view of
the dwelling.
Front and side
setbacks
dominated by
impervious
surfaces.

Design detail

Site coverage
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To ensure that
extensions to
existing buildings do
not dominate the
streetscape.



To create building
facades and roof
forms that
complement the
nearby residential
area.



To encourage the
retention of features
that add interest to
the streetscape.



Where building re-use is proposed, consider
the retention of facade features and roof
forms, such as large warehouse windows and
saw tooth roof forms, that reflect the previous
use.

To recognise the
historically greater
site coverage in the
Precinct while
achieving a reduction
where possible.



Where existing buildings are to be re-used,
increase the permeable area available on-site
for landscaping, and do not increase the
building site coverage.
In a new development, the building site
coverage should not exceed 60%.








Design garage doors and car parking
structures to integrate with the building colours
and materials.
Where existing buildings are proposed for reuse and located with 6 metres of the site
frontage, recess upper levels from the front
façade to a distance of at least 6 metres.
In new buildings, provide pitched roofs and
articulated facades.
Use materials and colours that complement
nearby residential development.
Where existing buildings are retained, utilise
finishes and colours to reflect nearby
residential areas.

Poorly articulated
front and side wall
surfaces.

Developments that
do not increase the
permeable site
area.
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Side and rear
setbacks

To ensure that the
height and setback
of a building from a
boundary respects
the preferred
neighbourhood
character.



Where there are no abutting buildings, a new
building not on or within 150mm of a boundary
should be set back from side and rear
boundaries 1 metre, plus 0.3 metres for every
metre of height over 3.6 metres up to 6.9
metres, plus 1 metre for every metre of height
over 6.9 metres.

Walls on boundaries

To ensure that the
location, length and
height of a wall on a
boundary respects
the preferred
neighbourhood
character.



Where there are no existing or simultaneously
constructed walls or carports abutting the
boundary on an abutting lot, a new wall
constructed on or within 150mm of a side or
rear boundary of a lot or a carport constructed
on or within 1 metre of a side or rear boundary
of a lot should not abut the boundary for a
length of more than 10 metres plus 25 per cent
of the remaining length of the boundary of an
adjoining lot.
Where there are existing or simultaneously
constructed walls or carports abutting the
boundary on an abutting lot, a new wall
constructed on or within 150mm of a side or
rear boundary of a lot or a carport constructed
on or within 1 metre of a side or rear boundary
of a lot should not abut the boundary more
than:
- The length of the existing or
simultaneously constructed walls or
carports, or
- 10 metres plus 25 per cent of the
remaining length of the boundary of an
adjoining lot, whichever is the greater, and
- The height of the existing building abutting
the boundary.

Buildings that
appear to exceed
by more than one
storey the
predominant
building height in
the street.

Where buildings (new or existing) are set back
from the street boundary, provide garden
areas and include substantial vegetation.
Consider the use of more innovative
landscaping options such as planter boxes,
climbers, creepers on boundaries with no or
minimal front, side or rear setbacks.
Provide balconies and outdoor courtyards with
space for vegetation that may be visible from
the street.

Lack of
landscaping and
vegetation.

Provide an open frontage or a low or
permeable residential style front fence.
Consider the use of vegetation as an
alternative to fencing.

High, solid front
fencing.



Landscaping

To strengthen the
landscape character
of the area and
provide an improved
interface with
surrounding
residential areas.






Front fences
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To maintain the
openness of
streetscapes and
views to buildings.




Avoid impervious
surfaces in front,
side and rear
setbacks.
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Planning Scheme Implementation
The following actions are recommended to implement neighbourhood character controls for the Study Area:

Boundary Changes


Include the properties at 5 and 7 Sydenham Street in the existing Precinct G1.



Designate the remaining Study Area (Parts 1 and 2) as a new Precinct G3.

The boundary changes listed above should be adjusted on the map that appears in Clause 22.07 of the
Planning Scheme, as well as in Council’s GIS system.

Implementation of the new Precinct G3


Include the Preferred Character Statement in the Neighbourhood Character Policy at Clause
22.07 of the Planning Scheme and amend the map. (nb. As the guidelines will effectively be
included within the Neighbourhood Character Overlay schedule, it is not necessary to include
these in the Policy also.)



Introduce a new Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO) to apply to Precinct G3, including the
Street setback, Site Coverage, Landscaping, Side and Rear Setbacks, Walls on boundaries,
Access, Parking location, Design detail and Front fences guidelines as alternate ResCode
standards.

One of the challenges in the implementation of the Precinct is the application of the variations included in
Bayside’s schedule to the R1Z. The variations in the schedule, including minimum street setback, site
coverage and side and rear setbacks, are not considered appropriate in Precinct G3 given the existing
pattern of development and the preferred future character. The provisions applying to the new Precinct G3
need to override the R1Z schedule as some are more restrictive and inappropriate for the new Precinct.
While the Design and Development Overlay provides the opportunity to include new design guidelines it
does not allow for the replacement/modification of ResCode standards, and therefore the ResCode
standards in the Schedule to the R1Z would also apply. It is therefore considered clearer to replace the
Schedule standards by utilising the Neighbourhood Character Overlay.

Neighbourhood Character Overlay Provisions
In order to further reinforce the preferred future character that is sought in Precinct G3, it is recommended
that Council introduces a NCO that would provide alternate ResCode standards for Street setback
(Standards A3 and B6), Site Coverage (Standards A5 and B8), Landscaping (Standards A8 and B13), Side
and Rear Setbacks (Standards A10 and B17), Walls on boundaries (Standards A11 and B18), Access
(Standard B14), Parking location (Standard B15), Design detail (Standards A19 and B31) and Front fences
(Standards A20 and B32) to replace and augment those found in the Residential 1 Zone schedule applying
to the remainder of Bayside.
Given that the existing buildings are not of neighbourhood character significance and demolition is not
discouraged, the Neighbourhood Character Overlay Schedule should not require a permit for demolition.
Specifically, the NCO schedule would include the following provisions:
Statement of Neighbourhood Character
The preferred neighbourhood character for the Precinct includes an eclectic mix of building styles and ages
that differs from those in the surrounding residential areas. While the industrial past of the area is reflected in
elements of siting and building design, overall, there is an improved interface with the surrounding residential
area. Some residential development is provided within recycled commercial or industrial buildings, but where
this occurs, improvements to building facades, vehicular access and landscaping assist in providing a more
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consistent and attractive streetscape. Where total redevelopment occurs, the style of new buildings is more
closely aligned with the character of the traditional suburban surrounds. Contemporary townhouses reflect
the surrounding character through building form, the use of materials and landscaped setbacks.
Design objectives


To improve the interface between former industrial areas and the surrounding traditional
residential areas.



To create more consistent and attractive streetscapes through improvements to existing building
facades.



To encourage a building style more closely aligned with the character of the traditional suburban
surrounds.



To encourage townhouse development that reflects the surrounding character through building
form and the use of materials.



To allow setbacks from front, side and rear boundaries that reflect the existing pattern of setbacks,
where appropriate.



To ensure that all setbacks are well landscaped.

Modifications to Clause 54 and 55 standards
Street setback


Buildings should be setback a minimum of 6 metres from any street boundary.



Where existing buildings are located within 6 metres of the street boundary, upper levels should
be recessed from the ground level façade to a distance of at least 6 metres.

Side and rear setbacks


The provisions of Clause 54.04-1 and Clause 55.04-1 apply.

Walls on boundaries


Where existing buildings abut an existing building on an adjoining site on the boundary, new
development may abut this adjoining building to approximately the same height as the existing or
adjoining building (whichever is higher).

Access


Remove existing excessive width vehicular crossings and provide standard residential crossover
widths.



Provide no more than one vehicular crossover per typical residential site frontage or sideage.

Parking location


Minimise hard paving in front and side setbacks, and remove existing car parking in front setback
areas.



Locate car parking spaces, garages and car ports to the rear or side of the building.

Landscaping
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Where buildings (new or existing) are set back from the street boundary, provide garden areas
and include substantial vegetation.



Consider the use of more innovative landscaping options such as planter boxes, climbers,
creepers on boundaries with no or minimal front, side or rear setbacks.



Provide balconies and outdoor courtyards with space for vegetation that may be visible from the
street.
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Site coverage


Where existing buildings are to be re-used, increase the permeable area available on-site for
landscaping, and do not increase the building site coverage.



In a new development, the building site coverage should not exceed 60%.

Design detail


Design garage doors and car parking structures to integrate with the building colours and
materials.



Where existing buildings are proposed for re-use and located within 6 metres of any street
frontage, recess upper levels from the ground level façade to a distance of at least 6 metres.



In new buildings, provide pitched roofs and articulated facades.



Use materials and colours that complement nearby residential development.



Where existing buildings are retained, utilise finishes and colours to reflect nearby residential
areas.



Where the re-use of buildings is proposed, consider the retention of facade features and roof
forms, such as large warehouse windows and saw tooth roof forms that reflect the previous use.

Front fences
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Provide an open frontage or a low or permeable residential style front fence.



Consider the use of vegetation as an alternative to fencing.
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